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AIM

METHOD

In this training you will learn which is the ideal placement for an immediate
post-extraction implant, when and how to do it, when to perform a bone
regeneration and when and how to make a soft tissue graft. The decision tree
whether to make flaps or not. Immediate implant placement in complex situations. Deferred Implants with non-predictable and vertical regeneration. Management of provisional rehabilitation and emergence profile to get optimal
results. Prosthetic abutment: cemented or screw-retained. Cervical margins
management based on the restoration. How often to make selective augmentation for the soft tissue provisional management? Practical methods for the
emergence profile transfer. Information about temporary rehabilitation, how
and when to send it? Information a provisional provides. Advantages to work
with temporary rehabilitations.

Live surgeries to check all the
different concepts in a practical
way. Theoretical part and
hands-on about connective graft
in pig jaws with tunnel technique. Emergence profile transfer
and profile modifications.

PARTICIPANTS
20 participants per course.

TOPICS
01. Immediate implant placement, easy cases. Gold standards for the immediate implantology.
02. Is it necessary to place a temporary rehabilitation? Which is the best possible temporary solution?
03. How to solve small vestibular bone defects with immediate Implants?
04. Importance of the soft tissue and the connective management.
05. Complex cases with immediate implants, from small vestibular defects to big defects in both walls.
06. Multiple immediate cases.
07. Cases when it is not possible to make immediate implant placement.
08. Vertical regeneration in the anterior sector.
09. Is it possible to cover implant recessions defects? How to do it?
10. From the temporary to the final rehabilitation. The importance of the restorative material. Is it really important?

REQUIREMENTS AND PROFILE

REGISTRATION

Dentists with some experience in implants who want to
improve their skills in these important topics.
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